
ARCANYS, Swiss Reliability + Filipino Skills
ARCANYS is a Swiss technology company specialized in developing 
high quality software with a strong focus on innovation.

Run by a team of successful entrepreneurs, Arcanys works with 
established companies as well as startups who want to get their new 
products or want to launch new ventures on the market as soon as 
possible. We build teams around startup ideas and dedicate resources 
to technical teams to help our clients find their way faster than anyone. 
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Snapshot

10
USA

16
ASIA

13
AUSTRALIA

38
SWITZERLAND

29
EUROPE

Clients Around the World

Company Skills PHP
JAVA (J2EE)

GRAPHIC
DESIGN

12 Employees

14 Employees

6 Employees 

3 Employees 

30 Employees

13 Employees

12 Employees

18 Employees

MANAGEMENT
ADMIN / SALES

ARCANYS EARLY
LEARNING FOUNDATION
(TEACHERS)*

LIVE CHAT
ONLINE MARKETING

QA
TESTING

ANDROID / iOS / MOBILE
TIZEN / C++ / EMBEDDED

C#.NET
ASP.NET

*Arcanys Early Learning Foundation teachers are supported by donations 

C++ Delphi

PHP .NET Java

iOS Android Tizen

Wordpress

Drupal

Codeigniter ZendSymfony

C++ Delphi

Python Django

* Snapshot of the company as of  April 2015

108
Employees
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You’re in safe hands

Alan co-founded Arcanys in 2010, bringing 15 years of 

extensive experience in start-ups, e-commerce, software 

and innovation with him. Alan started his career in 2001 as 

a co-founder of IGE (now called IMI Exchange).

Alan ran all operations of this self-funded startup that grew 

from 0 to 400 people in Hong Kong, China and Korea. IGE 

became the leading e-commerce business in the trading of 

virtual assets (in online video games), with more than 1m 

customers in a year and $90m USD in revenue. 

IGE attracted more than $60m USD from Goldman 

Sachs Capital Partners, Oak Investment Partners and 

Maverick Capital. 

In 2006, Alan co-founded ChildUp, a company that helps 

parents teach math and languages to their preschool 

children. Following on that track, in 2012, Alan established 

the Arcanys Early Learning Foundation, offering more 

than 3,000 free math classes per month to parents and 

young children.

ALAN DEBONNEVILLE

Jari joined Arcanys in February, 2013 to lead the software 

department of Arcanys, making sure teams are delivering 

projects on time with high quality and ensuring continuous 

improvement for all engineers.

Jari brings over 17 years of entrepreneurial and software 

outsourcing experience, starting his career in 1998 as a 

co-founder of Tietosärmä, a software development firm that 

later acquired by a larger competitor, Plenware in 2005. 

At Plenware, Jari managed and oversaw successfully several 

multi-site offshore projects, in Finland, Romania and Estonia.

In 2008, Plenware was acquired by a stock-listed global 

SW consultancy called Cybercom, and Jari carried on with 

the new company to lead Chinese software operations 

of Cybercom, serving several Fortune global 500 

sector customers.

Co-Founder & CEO
JARI SOINI

SVP, Software Engineering

  Agile Methodologies

  Project Management

  Software Development

  Team Management

  Start-ups

  Operations

  E-Commerce

  Management

  Outsourcing

  Entrepreneurship

  Start-ups

  Operations

View Profile onView Profile on

https://www.linkedin.com/in/jarisoini
https://ph.linkedin.com/in/alandebonneville
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Team Arcanys



Startup Accelerator
Entrepreneurship is deeply rooted in Arcanys’ DNA. With more than 10 years of experience creating Internet startups, 
the Arcanys team is passionate about enabling business creation for people with fresh ideas.

Due to the wide selection of startups helped, Arcanys is now evolving from a classic software outsourcing company 
into an engine for launching new ventures and business ideas. Arcanys can give solid advice not only in technology, 
but also a fresh perspective on Internet business models and entrepreneurship, particularly when it comes to saving 
funds, developing low cost prototypes and launching an MVP and final product iteratively.

In some cases, Arcanys receives equity in exchange for development services, if both parties feel it’s of mutual benefit.

In parallel, Arcanys’ team is also creating its own products, such as ThxBox, a SaaS used by General Electric Korea.

Go To Table of Contents



C++ Delphi

Dedicated TeamsDedicated Teams
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Arcanys team members are versed in European culture 
thanks to the experience of working with 9 Europeans on 
site in our Philippine office.

Our clients also receive some education on how to work with 
Asian developers; which pitfalls to avoid and best practices 
are shared to both sides to ensure smooth operations.

Daily and weekly reporting systems make remote 
management clear and simple.

Senior Architects are assigned to all projects. This allows 
every Arcanys developer to be coached by a dedicated 
senior architect daily.

Exceptional language skills allow all of the Arcanys 
developers to be put directly on the phone with customers.

Our culture of continuous improvement and over achievement 
is reflected both in the personalities of the management 
and the development team. These traits are criteria each 
employee must meet before joining the company.

Arcanys works with start-ups, web agencies, marketing 
agencies, or individuals for their web projects.

The Arcanys mobile developers team has completed more 
than 80 mobile development projects covering all the 
main technologies. 



Web Development
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Arcanys works with start-ups, web agencies, marketing agencies, or 
individuals for their web projects.  

We are able to handle almost any software needs as we have a wide 
experience implementing punctual projects in:

 1. CMS platforms: Drupal, Wordpress

 2. E-commerce Platforms: Magento, Drupal Commerce, Prestashop

 3. Frameworks: Zend, Codeigniter, Symfony2, Laravel

 4. Other technologies: .NET, Java, C++, Python



Mobile Development
The Arcanys mobile developers team has completed more than 80 
mobile development projects covering the following technologies:

1.  iOS: iPhone, iPad

2.  Android phones, tablets and other devices

3.  Windows Phone

4.  Tizen 

5.  Cross-platform tools: Phonegap / Cordova, Sencha Touch, 
 Appcelerator Titanium, Xamarin, Qt, Adobe Air

Go To Table of Contents
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Business Analysis 
Our Senior Business Analyst has 15+ years of experience working in the US, 
which allows us to provide a thorough assessment of a project’s needs and 
potential changes. By following specific guidelines and specifications, the 
project’s business requirements are converted and documented to technical 
specifications to ensure accurate delivery during the implementation.

Design - UI/UX 
Backed by more than 15 years of industry experience in UI/UX Design, the 
Arcanys design team provides Design Analysis to projects, to determine 
user needs and to come up with the best design solution for any project. 
Whether designing from scratch or providing add-ons and improvements to  
existing templates, our experts deliver creative and innovative experiences to 
your ideas.

Testing 
Arcanys offers dedicated quality assurance and testing services (TaaS) in 
different categories for mobile, desktop and web projects. Our highly skilled 
test engineers with expertise in both manual and automated testing, and 
with use of top of the line tools, apply Agile methodologies, thereby greatly 
improving development quality and costs.

Value Added Services

Mentorship 
30+ years of experience across the management team in building startups, 
ensures Arcanys is comitted to transforming startups from fresh ideas, to 
multi-million dollar companies. We provide mentoring services to ensure 
startups and their founders understand their needs and problems better. 
We advise them on a wide scope; from technology needs, to developing or 
refining business models to gather additional funding.

Customer Support 
With our 13 years of proven 5-star quality customer service,we have built
businesses handling up to 5,000 orders a day and $90M USD revenue through
live chat only. Our CS Startup package offers 24/7 real time phone, chat and
email support to your business. Your customers deserve real-time information
about your products and services as well as answers to their questions.

“Rated 5 stars with 1867 reviews!” by Customer Lobby and “Rated 5 stars
Excellent” by Live Person!

In addition to the software development services we offer, Arcanys also provides added value services for your existing business and products through:
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Our Clients

They’ve Trusted Us

Ma a an n nge e e em t t t tl llfo or ru ux shy

HOMEDIA
HOMEDIA
HOMEDIA

HOMEDIA
HOMEDIA

HOMEDIA
HOMEDIA
HOMEDIA

blu unw

SWISS IDEAS
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Over the last few years, an increasing number of multinationals have decided to relocate 
or open their offices in Cebu City. Companies such as Lexmark, JPMorgan Chase, Timex, 
NEC, Epson, Accenture, Telstra, IBM, etc. understood that Cebu is the best place in the 
world for outsourcing.

Foreign investment welcome
Local legislation grants investment and tax incentives to foreign businesses and the 
dedicated Business and IT Parks offer world-class infrastructure.

Connected to the world
The Mactan-Cebu International Airport is just 15km away from the city center and provides 
multiple daily flights to all the major cities in Asia.

Pleasant environment
Cebu City is safe, uncongested, sunny and has beautiful beaches to spend the weekends.

Attractive cost of living
Cost of living and salaries are between 20 to 40% lower than in Manila, it seemed to us 
like a no-brainer.

Booming economy
In the last 3 years, the Gross Regional Product (GRP) has grown on average by 10.2%/year 
and the direct employment hired by the BPO industry totals 95,000 workers (2012). Cebu 
City city has been thriving, the IT Park and the Cebu Business Park are two examples of 
this growing attraction and vibrant economy.

Why Cebu?
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 English Speaking

Cultural Fit

English is the primary language for business 
in the Philippines, which is currently the 5th 
largest English-speaking country in the world 
with a 97.5% literacy rate.

W Western Culture
Philippine history includes colonization 
periods for over 500 years, where the country 
shared their culture with Spain and the US. 
This makes Filipinos accustomed to Western 
business practices and culture, allowing for 
smooth operations.

 Award Winning
The Philippines has won various international 
awards. The country was 3 times named the 
“Offshoring Destination of the Year” by UK body 
National Outsourcing Association and recently 
ranked 2nd only to India in the “2014 Tholons’ 
Top 100 Outsourcing Destinations” by Tholons, 
a strategic offshoring advisory  firm.

 Outstanding Service
Filipino professionals are hard workers 
by  nature. With their innate service-oriented 
culture and work ethic, they take pride in 
providing world-class service. 

  Top 10 Global Player
Cebu has been named in the top 10 of 
the world’s 100 best outsourcing cities by 
Tholon. Coming in at number 8, just behind 
BPO powerhouses like Bangalore, Manila 
and Mumbai. 

 Cost Saving
Outsourcing to the Philippines can reduce 
costs by up to 85% compared to the US, 
with salaries in the Philippines set at a daily 
minimum wage of around $8 USD per day. 

 Educated
With competitive standards in education, 
and reputable and internationally recognised 
universities, the Philippines produces more 
than 120,000 highly skilled graduates of 
IT, Engineering and Technology degrees 
every year.

There are many reasons why the Philippines and Cebu are great for outsourcing:
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Experienced team of expats
With 6 experienced Western managers with over a decade of experience building 
and managing IT companies, Arcanys has brought and implemented European-
standard processes, transparence and attention to details. With this in mind, 
we offer an unorthodox choice in the outsourcing industry as our only goal is to 
provide the best value for money and outstanding results.

Innovation focused
We are specialized in developing high quality software with a strong focus on 
innovation for established companies as well as Startups who want to get their 
products on the market as soon as possible. We leverage our core expertise 
with additional UX / Design, Customer Care and Digital Marketing services.

Flexibility & Scalability
We have years of experience building teams from scratch and ramping them up 
or down as necessary. With our in-house recruitment specialist, we maintain a 
pool of talented programmers that are ready to be deployed as needed.

We offer you the flexibility to easily scale up or down, or even to terminate your 
contract at any time within a week to a month notice.

Lighting fast
Starting with us is simple, clear and faster. Working with startups - who are 
always in a rush as the time to market is a matter of life and death - taught us 
to start quickly.

With a team of very talented developers, designers and business analysts, we 
often speed up the development of a project compared to in-house development.

Why are we different?
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Best Value for Money with Arcanys

Outsourcing part of your team when you need additional resources 
is not without its share of challenges, but with the right provider it 
can also come with great rewards. Looking at the table, the figures 
speak for themselves. The benefits of working with Arcanys don’t 
stop there however. 

On top of being able to provide considerable cost savings compared 
to in-house developers, you will also benefit from a dedicated team 
with unparalleled expertise and the flexibility to ramp up and down 
quickly for rapid results.  We are able to provide these benefits to 
you by focusing on three fundamental principles: 

People – your team is made up of only the most talented developers, 
selected with your input to match your project.

Process – we use agile development best practices and transparent 
reporting to deliver you reliable results faster.

Passion – a commitment to building you cost-effective & reliable 
solutions that work.

We are confident that we can help you grow your business, and to 
make it even easier for you to experience the benefits of working 
with Arcanys, we have no setup fee and the ability to cancel with 
only two-days notice in the first month.

Comparison of employee cost inhouse globally vs Arcanys (First year)

Experienced PHP Programmer 
San Francisco 

(USD)
London* 

(USD)
Sydney* 

(USD)
ARCANYS* 
(USD)

Salary** 100,000 55,000 60,000 45,000

Employer Payroll Taxes*** 20,000 19,250 3,500 included

Benefits + Bonuses 30,000 15,000 15,000 included

Overhead 5,000 3,500 3,500 included

Recruitment + Signing Bonus + Office 38,000 28,000 26,000 included

Total Cost for Year 1 193,000 120,750 108,000 45,000 

Cost of living High High High Low

Turnover rate (various research) 20% 15% 15% 8%

ROI /  Knowledge retention Low Low Low High

SAVE UP TO 75% ON DEVELOPMENT COSTS!

* Feb 10 exchange rate
** payscale.com median for the position
*** ADP Fast Wage and Tax facts or government websites
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Our People

Arcanys puts a lot of efforts selecting the right people

Technical skills

With a multitude of technical Universities spread 
across the city and the local engineering ecosystem 
of both US and Japanese companies, Cebu City is a 
true talent pool for software companies. 

Having a technical career is highly appreciated in 
the Philippines, people are usually passionate about 
their work and this is one of the reasons why our 
developers are in a constant self-improvement. 

Prior to hiring a developer, we make him/her take 
advanced technical tests in order to assess his/her 
skills and decide if they would be a judicious addition 
to our team.

Ability to work with western customers

We understand that there is way more required of 
a developer than raw technical skills. Working with 
other cultures is always a delicate situation if one 
didn’t receive a proper training. Most outsourcing 
horror stories start with a misunderstanding due to 
language barrier and cultural gap. 

This is why all our developers receive weekly cultural 
classes. We put a lot of emphasis on the inter-cultural 
training and on how to better collaborate with people 
from Western cultures, hence increasing the speed 
and quality of the output.

Fit to company culture & knowledge retention

Arcanys enjoys a passionate and trouble-free work 
environment composed of more than 90 employees 
that work hand-in-hand, and we want to keep it that 
way. We only hire team players that are passionate 
about their work.

As developers love what they are doing, this 
considerably helps Arcanys enjoying a level of attrition 
clearly lower than most companies in the software 
development outsourcing industry (less than 10% 
per year). This mutual trust has given impressive 
results in terms of attrition and happiness at work 
and ensure high knowledge retention.
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Project delivery models
1. Time and material based

Preferred model of Arcanys and of most of our customers. By using the latest 
Agile methodologies (Scrum, Kanban, etc.), we provide visible incremental 
results after every couple of weeks and give the customer an option to change 
the requirements during the project time. This way, we can make sure that 
at the end of the project, our customer is getting the product fitting to his 
needs, even if it was just a vague idea at the beginning. Our expertise in the 
right use of the Scrum methodology guarantees a very high level of customer 
satisfaction.

2. Fixed price projects with fixed scope

Ideal for small mobile projects and basic websites where requirements are 
known in details at the beginning of the project.

Agile methodologies practiced and used
1. Scrum: for new projects

Scrum allows our customers to receive working products every 2 to 4 weeks, 
keep high visibility of progress and get regular feedback. This agile methodology 
gives a definite flexibility to the project  and allows to respond easily to change 
in order to meet the customer needs. It also has low bureaucratic overhead.

2. Kanban: for maintenance projects

The high priority bugs get fixed first and low priority ones become high priority 
when the deadline approaches. If there are no bugs, the team will focus on 
improvement jobs.

Training and competence development model
Quality is key at Arcanys, and we pay great attention to our developers’ training, 
both in soft and hard skills such as Weekly cultural & language training, Process 
training, Scrum basic & advanced trainings, Burndown charts training, Agile 
estimating and Planning poker trainings.

Site and ICT security
Offices are video monitored 24/7 
Strict biometric access control 
Building is secured 24/7 by guards 
Offices are controlled 24/7 by our own personnel 
No external access of company systems except executives and clients by VPN 
accesses

How we work
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How we communicate

Agile Project Management

In addition to regular reporting, we provide you with 
a dynamic way to manage your project through the 
best practices of Agile development we like to follow 
(Scrum, Kanban or XP-practices) and using top of the 
line Atlassian project and code management tools 
(Jira, Greenhopper, Bitbucket, HipChat).

We offer flexibility on the project management 
structure by completing the skills needed in your team, 
depending on the maturity, technical knowledge and 
time availability on your side, and allowing to work with 
or without one of our Project Coordinators.

Project Coordinators will help you with requirements 
and specifications, project planning, following 
communications and sometimes provide architectural 
guidance. In some cases, strong lead developers can 
also assume the role of Project Coordinators. 

Direct access to your developer(s) 

One of the reasons why Arcanys is based in the 
Philippines is that its people have the best English-
speaking skills in Asia both with respect to grammar 
and accent. This allows our developers to be put in 
direct contact with our customers and ensure smooth 
project development.

You have direct access to your team via email and 
Skype.

A well-oiled reporting system

Transparency is one key value at Arcanys. We give 
you total visibility on the progress of your project by 
sending detailed daily and weekly activity reports 
(automatically created by a plugin we developed 
which extracts work logs and arranges it in a neat 
email report). 

You will never be left wondering what your team 
members are doing.

CLIENT

Technical Client
(CTO, VP Engineering, Architect,etc..)

Business Client

Scrum Master Lead Engineer

Development Team

ARCANYS

CEO Product Manager

Lead Engineer
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Mission
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WEB DEVELOPMENT

Group CRM

PHP5

Symfony2

OAuth2

cURL

Since Jan 2014
2 full time developers

The Arcanys Team converted the client’s CRM from 
Drupal 7, a temporary solution, to Symfony 2. Additional 
features were then added including a mailing list, a 
reporting system and security roles integration.

Group CRM allows users to manage contacts, organisations, addresses 
and roles/permissions. This internal product also manages mailing lists, 
allowing admins to create and add members to lists and manage feed 
bounce and suppression lists.

Site Under Construction
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WEB DEVELOPMENT

MBStudio / MBStudies

Symfony2

AngularJS

jQueryUI

MRAID v.2.0

JSON

Since June 2014
6-man development team

S

T A R T U

P

Arcanys has been tasked with building an easy to use 
web-based app from scratch, which our client is going 
to implement internally. Said app is going to allow staff 
to revise, create and manage campaigns in real-time, 
making their job easier and more effective. 

Designed for MB Studies, MB studio allows users to measure mobile 
ad effectiveness efficiently.

Site Under Construction
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WEB DEVELOPMENT

Bien plus que de shopping (Much more than shopping)
YouPaq Beta

PHP

Symfony

PhalconPHP

MariaDb

MongoDb

7 months
6-man development team

We developed the application from scratch, consulting 
with the client to specify their needs and determining 
which functionalities are needed and which are not. 
Our mission also entailed working on the specs for 
the client and designing the database; a very complex 
task with big architecture.

YouPaq is an e-commerce site for local produce, providing a means to 
the groceries of choice, for the modern consumer short on time.

S

T A R T U

P

Site Under Construction
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WEB DEVELOPMENT

Communicate effortlessly with fellow health professionals
ERS / Mediref

.NET C#

MVC

Twitter Bootstrap

NHibernate

Amazon Web Services

Since Sept 2013
2 Full Time (Devs)
1 Part Time (PM/Lead)S

T A R T U

P

We handled all facets of development, from consultation 
regarding technologies and standards, to the coding 
and final implementation of the product. On top of 
which, the User Interface had to be designed. The end 
product will be a system that allows medical referrals 
to be sent electronically between medical practitioners 
and establishments.

Mediref makes communicating with your fellow health professionals 
effortless - all within mediref.

https://www.mediref.com.au/
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WEB DEVELOPMENT

MatrixGroup is an Australian software development and implementation 
company that produces a configurable commodity handling and 
management system.

Implement a 3D Collision Avoidance and Optimization 
System for automated commodity handling and 
management system as an extended offshore team. 
This subsystem provides protection to machines and 
structures by producing real-time 3D images of the 
site and equipment. The system is used for different 
commodity handling facilities ranging from mining 
operations to export terminals in ports worldwide. 

.NET, WCF, WPF

Windows Forms

MVVM

MSSQL

NHibernate

8 months
4 full time developers

Commodity handling solutions
Matrix Group

http://www.matrixgroup.com.au/
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WEB DEVELOPMENT

Tool that allows users to monitor their consumption of water, electricity or 
gas. It allows previous usages and displays it through different types of 
charts. The tool can also show different consumption in different times. 
This allows users to check if there are leakages in schools, houses or 
buildings. It also has the ability to generate different reports that user 
can use.

Using an existing system as a guide, recreated the 
entire solution and developed it from scratch.

C#.Net

HTML

JavaScript

jQuery

MS-SQL

Since Sept 2014
4 full time developers

SmartMeter Utility Management Solution
Watersave Australia

http://www.watersave.com.au/
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WEB DEVELOPMENT

Homedia is the #1 VOD (Video-On-Demand) company in Switzerland 
and is expanding all across Europe with its solution, with large telcos 
as customers.

Develop a similar application to a web application 
ported to Samsung Smart TV Hub. The application 
uses ASP.NET and JavaScript to create the User Inter-
face and C# as the code behind.

C# / ASP.Net

AJAX 

Samsung Smart TV SDK

9 months
1 full time developer

Video-on-demand application
Homedia

HOMEDIA
HOMEDIA
HOMEDIA

HOMEDIA
HOMEDIA

HOMEDIA
HOMEDIA
HOMEDIA

http://www.homedia.ch/
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WEB DEVELOPMENT

Get the most of your golf holidays

DTO Golf gives the possibility for golf operators and agencies to create 
customized golf and hotel packages that are best value for golfers, 
to guarantee great golf holidays around the world. The packages can 
be built from a wide range of golf courses and hotel accommodations 
from over 60 countries. The system provides the option to mix or match 
packages and, together with the unique quality rating, allows to set 
criteria for researches and displays results of the available packages 
that meet these criteria.

Develop the system and implement features accord-
ing to client’s requirements. Now ongoing platform 
development and maintenance.

ASP.NET MVC & Web API

Node.js

MSSQL Server 2008 R2

Entity Framework

MongoDB

Since Feb 2014
2 full time developers

DTO Golf

S

T A R T U

P

https://www.allinclusivegolf.com/
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WEB DEVELOPMENT

ThxBox is social networking site that allows GE employees to send 
appreciative messages to each other and complete various gaming 
challenges and achievements by interacting with the system. The 
employees with the most votes and points are featured in a special 
area of the website.

Develop an internal company messaging and thanking 
system with gamification elements. We are currently 
maintaining existing code and creating new function-
alities as time comes.

PHP Zend 1.12

MySQL

jQuery

CSS3

RedBean

Since April 2014
1 full time developer

Gamified thank you company platform
General Electric’s Thxbox

S

T A R T U

P

http://ge.thxbox.com
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WEB DEVELOPMENT

Cronodeal is a reverse auction website that features one product daily 
on which visitors can bid in order to secure the item. The price displayed 
for the item will decrease as the visitors bid lower and lower. However, 
once all the stock has been sold, the product is written as “Sold” at the 
price of the lowest bid for all bidders.

Develop the complete v1.0 website with CodeIgniter / 
Bonfire with responsive design. Now ongoing platform 
development and maintenance.

PHP CodeIgniter w/ Bonfire

MySQL

6 months
1 full time developer

Reverse auction website
Cronodeal

S

T A R T U

P

https://cronodeal.ch
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WEB DEVELOPMENT

Globalgrant is the world’s largest international database for scholar-
ships, grants and welfare. It can be used by students, individuals, asso-
ciations and organization who are looking for funding that are centered 
towards schools, universities, hospitals and charities.

Migrate and revamp the entire site with multiple 
added functionalities.

PHP CodeIgniter w/ Bonfire

MySQL

13 months
3.5 full time developers

The most comprehensive international database for scholarships 
and grants

GlobalGrant 3

https://www.globalgrant.com/en
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WEB DEVELOPMENT

Insurancia’s system allows users to manage their insurance contracts 
anywhere. It provides solutions and tools through an online manage-
ment portal.

Create the web structure for the internet startup In-
surancia to run its operations. The project has been 
completed using Scrum to match with the changing 
requirements of the customer throughout the project. 

PHP CodeIgniter w/ Bonfire

MySQL

6 months
3 full time, 1 part time devs

Online insurance contracts management portal
Insurancia

S

T A R T U

P

http://www.insurancia.ch/en/
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WEB DEVELOPMENT
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Batmaid allows you to book professional home cleaners at a 
moment’s  notice.

We built the application from scratch working on both 
front and back end. The front end allows different 
users, namely clients and cleaners to register on 
the site, while the backend allows admin to manage 
clients, payments and services.

PHP (Symfony2)

Apache

MySQL

Since Oct 2014
2 full time developer

Hiring a home cleaner has never been that easy

S

T A R T U

P

Batmaid

https://batmaid.com/en/
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WEB DEVELOPMENT
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Focus 2015 is an event for HTB congregation members, associated 
churches and invited guests from their Alpha network. Focus is a great 
opportunity to build community, make new friends and enjoy world 
class teaching and worship.

We worked on enhancing and adding features for 
users and admins based on the successful 2014 event. 
We added features like managing accommodations, 
installing an online payment and an auto cancellation 
system. We also worked on fixing all bugs.

Symfony 2.3

Doctrine 2

Oauth2

Bolt Payment

Since Mar 2014
2 full time developer

Hello summer. Hello family. Hello church.
Focus 2015

http://focus2015.htb.org/
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Medicamatch.com is the first professional networking site to focus 
exclusively on the   industry by providing members with access to contacts 
from manufacturers, suppliers, distributors, and service providers from 
thousands of companies involved in healthcare.
Find companies and qualified business contacts from the industry 
quickly and easily with Medicamatch, and best of all, let your business 
be found in turn.

We stepped in to take over development of this 
website and rescue this startup. Starting essentially 
from scratch we were able to incorporate the client’s 
desired functionalities and some advanced features 
into the site.

Wordpress (CMS)

Newquest Framework 

Bootstrap

Since June 2014
6 full time developer

Smart internet solutions
Medicamatch
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http://www.medicamatch.com
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Arcanys responded quickly and designed / developed 
the application in the days after Typhoon Yolanda/Hay-
ian hit the Philippines, to help the NGOs with their im-
mediate needs. Features are added to complete the 
needs in Disaster Management.

3 months
3 full time developers

PHRecovery is an emergency project developed by Arcanys - in coop-
eration with the WHO and of the Department of Health of the Philippines 
- after the Typhoon Yolanda/Hayian. The platform aims to list the details 
of all the NGOs involved in the relief efforts for both medical and non-
medical organizations, who have been listed and geolocated in order 
for the teams in the field to coordinate the efforts, thus optimizing the 
distribution of goods and care to people in need.

PHP Symfony 2

Doctrine ORM

Sonata Admin Bundle

LAMP stack

Emergency Disaster Management Software
PHRecovery

http://phrecovery.org/
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Publimmo is one of the leading real-estate software-related companies 
in Switzerland, and is providing numerous software tools to real-estate 
agencies.

Create a new business line for our client. Arcanys built 
a feed converter software that features real estate 
properties for sales/lease by parsing IDX feeds and 
converting them to an avi video uploaded to YouTube 
with a mix of images, property information and music.

C# .NET

MS SQL Server 2008

Adobe Flex SDK

jQuery

Web services

Since Feb 2013
1 full time developper

Real estate solutions
Publimmo
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https://www.youtube.com/user/Acheterlouertv
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Objective-C

Xcode 6+

Spika

CRON

AFNetworking

2 months
2 full time developers

Send a message to the future

W8

S

T A R T U

P

W8 is a messaging app that allows users to send messages to the 
future. Users can configure things like time and teaser options, while 
each message has a countdown feature for recipients.

We built the application from scratch, constructing 
the app on a tight budget and with new designs and 
features coming in on the fly.

http://www.just-w8.com
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Android SDK

Third-Party Dongle-

Provider SDK

6 months
2 full time developers

KiWi empowers micro-merchants through access to adapted technology, 
building a fair and competitive market at the bottom of the pyramid.

KiWi

S

T A R T U
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The KiWi app is an android application targeted at small merchants 
providing services to ease daily business and interfacing with a card 
reader that enables the merchant to accept card payments (debit/credit).

Participate in the development of a minimum viable 
product (MVP) for an innovative mobile app in the 
context of mobile payments in emerging markets.

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.kiwi.merchant&hl=en
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iOS

Objective-C

5 months
1 full time developer

Fresh-grilled chicken & burgers
Engagis-Oporto

Oporto is a mobile ordering and reward system, which gathers information 
from different users and rewards them based on their interests, which 
have been tracked by the app.

We built the application from scratch, planned and 
integrated the local database for caching menu items, 
with all our work focussing on the enhanced user 
experience.

App Under Construction
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Sencha

PHP

Cron

9 months

Check your score and keep healthy

WHPA is a quiz about your health habits. After answering the questions 
about your diet and lifestyle, users subscribe to receive push alerts 
about the commitments they have made to live in a healthy way.

Tasked with developing an app inspired by their website 
www.whpa-ncdcampaign.org.

HealthyScore

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.healthy.score
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/healthy-score/id929909702?mt=8
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Sencha

Since April 2014
2 full time developers

Second largest electric utility company in the Philippines
Visayan Electric Co. (VECO)

The Visayan Electric Company app is a mobile application that allows 
subscribers to download their VECO bills and view their account 
statements on their mobile device.

Develop the entire application from scratch using 
Sencha to enable the app to run on both iOS and 
Android. Implemented features during the development 
according to client’s changing specifications and our 
team’s suggested improvements.

App Under Construction
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iOS 

Objective-C

2 months 
1 full time developer

Your last-minute hotel, quickly
Hotel Quickly

S
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HotelQuickly is the last-minute hotel booking app travelers have 
been waiting for. It saves time and money by offering dynamic deals 
on accommodation at the best the best 3, 4, or 5-star boutique and 
premium hotels in the Asia-Pacific region.

Tasked to help accelerate the launch of the revamped 
application. Worked on various bug fixes and missing 
screens inherited from client’s previous developer.

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.hotelquickly.app&hl=en
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/hotelquickly/id587697731?mt=8
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The EarlyMath application aims to help parents and caregivers teach 
children from 1 to 5 years old the foundations of mathematics. By 
playing this game with their children, they will learn the first steps in 
addition, as well as the names and real sounds of 80 popular animals. 
With the app comes the ChildUp Early Learning Method, which pro-
vides precious information on brain development, early learning, and 
parenting expertise.

Internal project. Conceptualize, design and develop 
the entire application in both native iOS and native 
Android.

Native iOS

Native Android

5 months 
2 full time developers

80 Animals to Learn Mathematics
ChildUp: Early Math

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/earlymath-raise-a-math-genius/id467571645
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Integrated amateur sports sponsorship platform

Develop the application from scratch following the 
provided prototype. We implemented many features 
during the development of the app.

Adletico has revolutionized the traditionally highly exclusive sports spon-
sorship arena, and in three years has become the ultimate resource to 
connect brands with athletes of all levels in North America. 
The project is now in a second funding phase and will resume 
when closed.

iOS 7

Facebook SDK for iOS

Twitter API

Web Service

Symfony2 Backend

7 months
2 full time developers

Adletico
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https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/adletico/id819166010
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Share your perfect moments and capture memories forever on Cloud10, 
the Carpe Diem app.

On Cloud10 we were tasked with improving on an 
already existing successful product offering called 
SetLife. The result is an optimized version of SetLife, 
with new features, an in-app purchasing system, and 
the ability to share your best carpe diem moments via 
social media.

At least iOS7

Inapp purchase 

Amazon Web Service 

Social Sharing  

iTunes Program Affiliation

3 months
2 full time developers

Share your perfect moments and capture memories forever
Cloud10
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https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/setlife/id672562868%3Fl%3Dit%26ls%3D1%26mt%3D8
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/cloud10/id901320817?l=it&ls=1&mt=8
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A suite of camera filters and image processing features that are built 
in native in new Tizen OS. Camera effects to apply custom filters and 
frames into their images, Camera Twist to apply custom distortion ef-
fects into captured images, Camera Fusion to take two images and 
merge them using effect masks, Camera Collage to take a series of 
images and apply them into built in thematic collages and, Group shots 
to capture a burst of images so the user can modify and fix a person’s 
blink or “improper” face with that of a proper one.

Develop the application from scratch by using cus-
tomer’s imaging processing SDK and implement fea-
tures along the way according to the client’s changing 
specifications. This application runs on Tizen OS.

Tizen C++

6 months
3 full time developers

The native Tizen camera filters and image processing features
Tizen camera
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Develop the application from scratch for the Tizen OS 
by using customer’s imaging processing SDK where-
as the Android version was created based on existing 
proof of concept demo - and implement features along 
the way according to the client’s changing specifica-
tions. This application was developed on Samsung’s 
new Tizen OS as well as on Android.

Tizen C+

Native Android

4 months
2 full time developers

Capture the moments that matter
Moving Memories

Moving Memories is a mobile application that allows users to take ani-
mated pictures of moments worth capturing. Imaging a scene where 
there are multiple moving objects. Now, you can stop the ones you 
want and highlight only the ones which you want to be moving. These 
clips can be edited as well! From playback mode, length, playback 
speed, and effect filters, do whatever you want to customize your very 
own “Moving Memories”. Tizen version was showcased in Tizen foun-
dation’s booth in Mobile World Congress, Barcelona 2014.
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Capture and share the best memories of your child

iOS 7

MagicalRecords

Foursquare Integration

Web Service

Symfony2 Backend

8 months
4 full time developers

Develop the entire application from scratch and imple-
ment features along the way according to the client’s 
changing specifications. This application runs on iOS.

Parents Best Memories is an iOS application that allows parents to 
record the milestones of the life of their children, from the conception 
until they are full grown toddlers. Each record can be documented 
with text, pictures and videos and be shared in an enclosed group 
called “families”, so that relatives and friends can also enjoy those 
sweet moments.

Parents Best Memories
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Spine Tests is an iOS application to determine a patient’s Spinal angle 
& blockages by following the Spine on an image of the patient’s back 
taken with the app. It takes the “before“ and “after” image of a patient’s 
chiropractic session with calculations for the doctor’s analysis.

Create hand in hand a brand new medical applica-
tion for back pain and spinal displacement, with new 
functionalities on a monthly basis. Now ongoing im-
provements of the application.

Titanium Appcelerator

Javascript

Since Nov 2014
1 full time developer

Makes monitoring of patient more effective
Spine Tests
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https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/spine-tests/id938571558?mt=8
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